Thirty-knot winds

through the outriggers « dockside, and ;

hot coffee turned cold quickly at 4:30 a.m. on that late February morning. "Typical Hatteras seas, fellas — six- to eight-foot
northeast and pretty nasty, but let's give it a shot," said Capt. L
Rooks of the 50-foot custom Buddy Cannaday Tuna Duck. Sea
spray cascaded over the bow as we plowed through Hatteras Inlet
North Carolina, headed for the bluefin grounds
30 miles awayj
t->
- Diamond Shoals tower, where we set out trolling lines. Things
warmed up fast. Rooks shouted, "I'm markin' 'em; get ready!"
After only a few minutes, the port-stern bent-butt 130-class setup
began screaming as my buddy Mickey Melchiondo took the fight
ing chair to put in some serious work.
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Epic Battles with the Ta<...
Busting Bluefin Tuna^fr
Diamond Shoals
f
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"Drop the jigs now!" Rooks commanded. Jigging gurus Sami
Ghandour and Paul Chua deployed flutter jigs over the side,
snapped the bails shut and made one swooping jig motion
each, and the two rods bent down hard. The three-ring circus

was on! In 10 minutes we fought, tagged and released three
bluefin tuna of 100 to 130 pounds, but we weren't into the
fabled freight trains we'd come looking for — yet.

My Blue Heaven
SINCE THE MID-'90S, the Outer Banks has held a wintertime
bluefin tuna bite close enough to shore for surf-casters to
witness tuna crashing striped bass schools, but they can be
found more consistently 10 to 30 miles out. The schools of
large bluefin began to modify their migratory pattern to hug

1 PRO TIP: "It's Of

paramount importance to keep
I the fish at the
; stern and keep
: him on an
j up-and-down
* approach."
the Carolina coast along the Diamond Shoals roughly 15
years ago, and these aren't schoolies either, but portly wintertime bluefin up to 400 pounds, with occasional true giants of
700-plus pounds. This Hatteras fishery draws anglers by the
thousands to sample the pain and punishment the bluefin can
dish out, but as the years have gone by, contemporary tackle
and technique have shifted from 130-pound outfits to lighter
composite setups that lessen the knuckle-busting battles and
ease the stress on both angler and fish.

The New Style
HISTORICALLY, BALLYHOO TROLLED WITH ILANDER LURES on

POWER PACKED: Tuna jigging produces bone-jarring hits and
knee-buckling battles like this one did for Ween guitarist
Mickey Melchiondo.
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heavy gear has been the standard practice in North Carolina
for hooking up with the Volkswagen-size beasts, but I am a
convinced man on the advantages of new-style compositerod jigging. Ghandour and Chua of Saltywater Tackle in
Brooklyn, New York, each standing not much over 5-foot6, put the boots to 250-pound bluefin like school was in
session, using miniature composite rods and beefy spinning
reels. On our trip, Ghandour walloped an 80-incher in just
under 15 minutes, and that kind of efficiency is desirable
when you are releasing many of these large bluefins in accordance with federal regulations. The less time you fight them,
the better chance they have to survive. You would think a
steroid setup of a 130-pound bent-butt rod would outduel a
big bluefin better than a dinky 5-foot spinning rod, but my
eyes saw differently. Composite rods and large spinning reels
matched with braided line offer sensitivity to allow jigs to

flutter freely while maintaining stalwart hook-setting power,
and this gear withstands the rigors of pumping in large tuna
quickly. Jigging is a lot of work, but it's a clean-up method
to get solid strikes, many times with multiple hookups for
all involved.
"We always rely on trolling to locate schools and identify
the depth they are staging at," said Rooks, "but when I take
out seasoned guys who know how to jig, we stop on the fish,
and they can really reel 'em in." Ghandour uses Japanesemade Medusa rods matched with Shimano Stella 20000
heavy-duty reels. "I tighten down the drags to 30 or 35
pounds of pressure so I can beat them quickly," said Ghandour. That might be fine for the 100- to 250pounders, but Chua hooked up with four monster fish on
our second day out, battling each for at least 30 minutes
before the 200-pound leader snapped as the leviathan made
a strong surge. More sensible drag sets would be in the 25to 30-pound range to ensure that large bluefin don't break
the bank, but it's a feel-it-out, split-second-decision game
to know when to loosen the drag to prevent break-offs with
larger fish.

Pump and Reel
HOOKING A TUNA IS ONE THING, but outmuscling a tuna is an art
form, and many anglers fight themselves out of the game
without proper technique. The pump-and-reel method consists of hooking the fish, letting it do its initial run and then
pumping the short rod up while reeling down, all the time
turning the fish's head upward to the surface to cajole it to
the boat. When the tuna runs forward, the captain puts the
•

SWS TACELEBOX

Outer Banks Tuna
Lines: Braided line reigns supreme. Use

Lures: Trolled ballyhoo, Shimano or

been standard practice in the North-

a 100-pound braid running line with a

Williamson butterfly jigs, Shout Shab

east for some time but has just caught

wind-on leader system,

Shab jig or Yo-Zuri Hydro poppers.

BLUEFIN JIGGING AND POPPING has

on in the Outer Banks, with
some ferocity.
Rods: Trolling gear has always
been bent-butt rods matched with
130-class reels, but new composite
jigging rods are taking over fast. Try a
Shimano Trevala TFC58H, Penn Torque
TJ8013C58 or MC-Works 5-foot Ultimate Monster SD538XX.
Reels: Trolling reels 80- to 130-class,
conventional 20-pound-class reels or
Shimano Stella 20000 spinning reels
for jigging.
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BLUEMAX SERIES
Designed for trolling at 4.5 kts or
more. Blue Max series offer a
"skirted" presentation. The
weighted head allows for
higher trolling speeds and
better tracking in heavy seas.
A deadly alternative to a
skirted ballyhoo but with the
added benefit of quick and easy
bait replacement
Other color options available.

WE'VE GONE

SOFTON

TROLLING.
UMBRELLA RIGS
The soft bait umbrella rig simulates
;malf school of baitfish being chased
by a bigger predator.

m
Every umbrella rig comes with our
stainless Hogy * Bait Keepers,
(4) 1 ""leasers, and a 13" Jiggn stinj

ICEBOX: Tuna to be kept should be gaffed with a head shot and iced down immediately
to ensure the texture and quality of the meat.
boat in gear to get ahead of it, but
Rooks notes that when that happens:
"The tuna gets more oxygen through
his gills, which invigorates the fish.
It's of paramount importance to keep
the fish at the stern and keep him on
an up-and-down approach. That's
the key to besting big bluefin before
they best you." An old saying goes,

"When you rest, he rests," so when
you are lollygagging to rest your
muscles, that tuna is doing the same.
Always keep the pressure on, and direct the fish where you want it to go
— otherwise, you could literally be
there for a half-day or longer as the
fish rests and regains energy when
you are too weak to reel. This is a

SLOWTROLLDAISYCHAIN Simulateasmall pod of bait being
chased. 200lb mono with 10 inch Hogy teasers rigged dropper
style fix maximum action. 14 inch Hogy
finger with 4x Strong 11/0 tuna hook.
Nt

^^^|^J"Bj^^^^^Tryitwitnour umbrella rigs too!

THE BLUEFSN FiSHERY OFF THE OUTER BANKS has remained strong, but giant
WEIGHTED
SWIMMINGTINS
Same deadly wobble as our
lighter swimming tins but
geared for trolling.
NAKED 14 INCH HOGY for SLOW trolling for blue fin tuna. Just a naked 14
inch Hogy rigged on Fluorocarbon Leader, 4x Strong 11/0 tuna hpcjk.

bluefin tuna stocks are in trouble worldwide. The cause of their demise has been
debated to death, but all arguments seem to point to the flouting of laws by the
Mediterranean commercial fleets as a major factor. As U.S. recreational anglers play catch-and-release with bluefins, it
is important that we beat fish as fast as possible and
extract the hook with the tuna in the water. If you

SLOW-TROLL SPREADER BAR Designed to be fished from your outrigger.
10 inch Hogy Teasers rigged dropper stylefor maximum action.

have to bring a large tuna on board to measure
it for the icebox, Tuna Duck mate Mike Edwards
has the method: "Slip the tuna through the
transom door as carefully as possible with a
gaff in the lower jaw; insert a running saltwater
hose in its mouth to keep the oxygen moving
over the gills; measure it; and quickly determine
if it is to be kept or released. If it's a release, slip
it right back through the transom door headfirst."
Everybody loves a money shot, especially of their first
large tuna, so if you do take photos for a release, either lie
down next to the fish or hold it by the tail, but do not lift it up vertically. The tuna
should not be in the boat for more than 45 seconds if you are releasing it, so

FISH BIG. FISH HOGY.
Call us at 508-444-8764
or visit us at HogyLures.com
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plan accordingly and move fast to ensure the survival of the magnificent fish. For
information on tuna tagging and conservation efforts, contact Tag-A-Giant: 631539-0624; tagagiant.org.
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Ft SHI IMG SHOULD
BE FU/l/, A/Or WORK
heavyweight fight, make no bones about it, and you have to
be physically and mentally prepared for it. Don't go into a
bluefin trip out of shape and weak of mind.

For the Record
THE FIRST DAY'S SCORE CARD WAS 6 FOR 9 on bluefins to 130

pounds, but the second day's fish had some shoulders
to them. Ghandour and I landed two fish, 270 and 250
pounds, and Chua snapped off at least four more that were
too big to stop. How big is too big in Hatteras? A week
after our trip, a new state-record bluefin of 805 pounds was
muscled in, and I'm betting that fish had some role in stealing Chua's jigs! ^>

CHOOSE A FISCHER PANDA
Strong, Reliable and 100% Freshwater cooled. Fischer Panda
Generators are the ideal choke for the professional sailor or power
boater. When space is tight, weight is critical or noise is an
issue, many boaters choose Fischer Panda.
With a standard power range of4kw - 22kw and ignition protected
for all gas boat applications, Fischer Panda is sure to have the
generator to meet your
needs. What are
~'
you waiting for
contact Fischer
Panda today!
8 Mini Digtal
AC Generator

• SWS P L A N N E R

Outer Banks Tuna
THE OUTER BANKS BLUEFIN TUNA FISHERY really opened
up only in the mid-'90s and has had some up and
down years since then, but Diamond Shoals consistently holds fish close to shore, with easy access out of
Hatteras, Morehead City and other Outer Banks ports.
Hatteras seas are unpredictable and volatile, and you

The Most Powerful Generator You'll Never Hear!

CALL [BOOJ 5OB-G494
Visit us at www.fischerpanda.com, or e-mail us at sales@fischerpanda.com

really need to schedule a three-day window to ensure
some fishable time, because seas can range from one
to 14 feet and back in the course of a day.

GPS Rshfinder
Chartplotter
Amazing screen definition plus
full Navionics functionality. The
ultimate mid-size plotter as a
standalone or network unit!

yd. StructureScan™
or Unbelievable HighDetail Sonar Imaging!
Add to any HDS display for
picture-perfect bottom viewing
ledges, channels, drop-offs, brus
and all the other great fish hidey
What: Medium-class to
giant bluefin tuna 100 to

Where: Diamond Shoals
arid surrounding areas

900 pounds.
When: December through
March, with federal regu-

out of Hatteras.
Who:

lations constantly changing. Call 888-USA-TUNA
(888-872-8862).

Tuna Duck
252-216-6160
tunaduck.com

Module & Transducer
Item 252516- Model 00.

(• Visit us at the Newport Boot Show!
September 15*-18*, 2011

CAPT. DAN ROOKS

Your Trusted Source for Lowrance Marine Electronics

www.defender.com * 800-628-8225
The BRANDS you WANT ond TRUST in STOCK for LESS!
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